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Secretary/Treasurers’ Report 

 Our finances are stable .  We had a small but very successful Big Red Market fund raising project 
making the Wing $ 180.00 even though we were in lock down!!  Congratulations to all who                       
participated.  We will be looking forward to revisiting this fund raiser again in April, God willing and vaccines 
available!   

     There is still no word when our Legion nor Optimist Club will be able to open, so meetings are still a 
thing of the future.  It looks like the Niagara Region will continue in lock down until at least February 22, 
2021.  

 All members have received your notices of Wing elections.  Your Board of Directors have all agreed 
to remain on for another two year term which means that all available positions of the board have been 
filled to run the Wing.  As stated in your notice however, if you wish to run for office you certainly may 
which will trigger an election in May 2021.  

     The Ontario Central Region Spring Meeting as of February 13, 2021 is on and will be held at 447 Wing, 
Mount Hope, Hamilton on Saturday, March 20, 10.00 AM . 

 

Submitted by; 

George Groff  

434 Niagara Members meet for Christmas Luncheon and  Meeting 



  Chairman’s Report February 2021 

Per Ardua ad Astra 

 

To all near and far I hope this issue finds you in good health and staying safe. 

 We are now into February and still dealing with this virus and into yet one more lockdown, but we are not 
alone in this dilemma we must continue to fight through it and the light at the end of the tunnel will eventually ap-
pear. 

 One of members has had to deal with COVD19 within his family, we send good wishes to you Jim with wishes 
for a speedy recovery to the family member  concerned.  

 Of course with the lockdown now in place (again) we are unable to hold any meetings but we are conducting 
business as required by telephone and emails. 

 You will be receiving information regarding elections shortly please follow the details as outlined. 

 All of our Christmas cards sold out, thanks to all who made this possible we still have 17 pocket planners left 
and I am appealing to all to help us sell these. if you send me a picture/photograph I can insert it on the back in place 
of an aircraft this will make it even more personal we must ty to get rid of these soon as they are 2 year planners, 
your help in this venture is appreciated and thanks all who have already participated. 

Julie Sheppard 

Wesley Pierce        

               JANUARY                                                                                            FEBRUARY 

                                                           

 

Janice Bruneau 

Rod Lee 

Janice Bruneau 

Julie Sheppard 

Wesley  Pierce 

 
Given the situation we are in, I’m sure you will understand the lack of news from the Wing Homefront, how-
ever, we will keep you all informed if/when things change, in the meantime please stay safe and hopefully 
in the not too distant future we can once again have our monthly gathering, 

 

Wear a mask – Wash your hands – Use hand sanitizer - Practice social distancing 



 Community Voice for Ottawa Valley pays tribute to  Woodlawn 

native Tom Vance of 434 Niagara Wing for Remembrance Day 



Alf Beam’s Harvard and T28 Trojan participate in B of B Flyover of Welland, ON 

Harvard and wing of T28 Trojan over Welland  T28 Trojan over Welland 



 Distinguished Flying Cross (DFC) 

Period: Second World War (1939-1945) 

Rank: Pilot Officer     Unit: No. 151 Squadron, Royal Air Force      Awarded on: February 4th, 1941 

Citation: 

"This officer has performed outstanding work on night fighting operations during recent weeks. One night in 

January, 1941, he shot down two hostile aircraft in the London area. In both these engagements he chased 

the enemy over 100 miles before destroying them at extremely short range. In one instance he followed the 

enemy aircraft almost to ground level from 30,000 feet. 

He has shown the utmost keenness and determination for operations in all conditions of weather."  

 Distinguished Flying Cross (DFC)  

Period: Second World War (1939-1945)    

Rank: Pilot Officer    Unit: No. 151 Squadron, Royal Air Force     Awarded on:  May 2nd, 1941 

Citation: 
"This officer has done particularly outstanding work with his squadron on night operations and has on three 
occasions shot down two enemy aircraft in one night. Pilot Officer Stevens shows a great determination to 
attack the enemy and is prepared to fly under the most difficult weather conditions. His courage,               
determination, thoroughness and skill have set an excellent example to his unit." 
Second DFC awarded as a bar.  

 Distinguished Service Order (DSO)  

Period: Second World War (1939-1945)    Rank: Acting Flight Lieutenant    

Unit: No. 151 Squadron, Royal Air Force   Awarded on: December 12th, 1941 

Citation: 
"This officer has shown himself to be a fearless and outstanding night fighter pilot. One night in October, 
1941, flying at sea level, he intercepted a Junkers 88 off the East Anglian coast. The raider immediately 
turned and flew towards the continent at maximum speed but Flight Lieutenant Stevens gave chase and 
slowly overhauled it. The raider then opened fire with his guns and began to drop his bombs singly.       
Columns of water were shot up as a result of the explosions but Flight Lieutenant Stevens swerved round 
them and, closing in to short range, shot down the enemy aircraft at almost sea level. He has destroyed at 
least 14 hostile aircraft at night."  

RAF Hero Pilot 

Richard Playne Stevens, DSO, 

DFC and BAR 

“A Prince Among Night Fighters” 



  .  
Richard Playne Stevens could see in the dark and shot down a record 14 

German planes at night without radar  

Painting of Richard Playne Stevens by war 

artist Eric Kennington 

Richard was born September 11, 1909 in Tonbridge, 

Kent, one of seven children, six boys and a girl, the son 

of Sidney A. Stevens and Isabel Dora Stevens (nee Wil-

son).  By 1922 when Richard was 13 the family was  

living in Rusthall, Tunbridge Wells, Kent.  The entire   

family would go for night walks in the surrounding  

countryside and it became apparent at this time that 

Richard had excellent night vision.  The family would 

get themselves “lost” without maps and let Richard lead 

them home.  He could see things in the dark that others 

could not see and he also possessed excellent spatial 

awareness and had an accurate mind map of the local 

geography and topography.  

 By the summer of 1928 Richard had finished school and had no particular occupation in mind.  The Big 

Brother Movement, designed to encourage youth migration to Australia was well underway in the British 

Isles and Richard took advantage of the program to go to Australia.  While there he was employed on a 

cattle farm, howver, it seems it did not work out and by the spring of 1932 he was back at his parent’s 

home.  Looking for employment, he responded to a recruiting advert for the British Palestine Police and 

thus became involved in the world of the Middle East.  He became fascinated with the works of Lawrence 

of Arabia.  Richard had a dislike of authority and for him, Lawrence who was his own man, was his hero.  

In the disciplined ranks of a colonial police force it would only be a matter of time for Richard to encounter 

problems.  By 1935 Richard was back in Kent again where he met Olive Mabel Hyde and on August 24, 

1935 they were married in Rusthall, Tunbridge Wells, Kent.  They settled in Shermanbury, West Sussex. 

Being at loose ends again, Richard wanted to learn to fly.  It seems Mabel paid for his flying lessons.  He 

was granted his flying licence on August 8, 1936 at the Redhill Flying Club (Surrey) on a DH60 Moth.  In 

July 1937 Richard enlisted with the RAF Volunteer Reserve (RAFVR).   

 

In April 1938 Richard began working for Croydon based Air Couriers Ltd. On a casual basis.  The owner, 

Frank Griffith, described Richard as “a charming but slightly eccentric man who modelled    himself on 

Lawrence of Arabia and occasionally would appear for work wearing Arab headdress.”  Air Couriers Ltd. 

did contract work for the Air Ministry and War Office.  Richard began night flying army co-operation flights 

over London and surrounding counties.  Around February 1939 Richard left Air Couriers Ltd. and joined 

Wrightways, a small airline flying out of Croydon, which provided him with a regular flying position.      

Croydon was subject to thick fog and smog which could entirely blank out the powerful night beacon and 

lights.  It was observed that Richard had the ability to see in the fog and mist and could always find the  

airport. 

With the declaration of war on September 3, 1939 all civilian aircraft were placed under the control of the 

Air Minsitry for the RAF or official use.  Richard who was an RAFVR sergeant pilot, contiunued to fly with 

Wrightway on a contract basis for the military but from Barton Airport as Croydon became a target for      

bombing.  On April 10, 1940 Richard was posted to the 110 Anti-Aircraft Wing which meant he was doing 

the same work and flying the same aircraft but which meant he was now officially flying on full time service 

with the RAF. 



Richard held a vendetta against the German air force 

and was not about to sit out the war doing routine   

flying. He now made constant requests to the             

authorities to be transferred to active flying duties in a 

fighter aircraft.  On October 12, 1940 the 32 year old 

Richard (average age of fighter pilots was 22)         

reported for duty with 56 Operational Training at    

Sutton Bridge in Lincolnshire and by November 1940 

he had learned to fly the Hurricane fighter. Based on 

his night vision and night flying abilities, the Air      

Ministry posted Richard to the 151 Squadron at RAF 

Wittering which flew a mix of Hurricanes and           

Defiants. In October 1940 the 151 Squadron along 

with several other Hurricane squadrons had been     

re-designated  as a nightfighter squadron and           

re-equipped with Defiants  which suffered from poor  

performance, light armaments and tactical limitations.       

Richard, along with others made it known that they felt the  

Defiant was useless with the result that the squadron was   

allowed to retain 12 Hurricanes.  Richard flew the Defiant  

several times but never in operational flights when he, along 

with other pilots, would fly the Hurricanes, with the canopy 

open for better visibility even though it could reach minus 55 

degrees centigrade at night.  

R P Stevens in front of his Hurricane 

Defiant which R P Stevens strongly     

disliked 

Training as a night fighter pilot did not exist.  It was something a pilot had to learn from experience flying.  

Although Richard was 10 years older than the average pilot, his extensive night flying and bad weather 

flying experience along with his exceptional abilities gave him an advantage over younger pilots assigned 

to night flying.   

Many younger, skilled pilots who were assigned to night flying found it was all they could do to avoid flying 

their aircraft into the ground, never mind  locating and pursuing enemy bombers.  When Richard went out 

pursuing German bombers in the darkness of night they could be flying in any direction at any height from 

ground level up.  To achieve his first kill he persued the Dornier to 30,000 feet and then made a sudden, 

steep dive down to 3,000 feet.  A bomber pilot could dive, climb, jink and alter height and direction in a split 

second.  Flying straight ahead a bomber travels at 130 yards per second and can dive at the rate of 390 

feet per second.  During a dive the pilot can alter position and direction at the rate of 130 yards per second.  

Richard would fly into total darkness and locate and pursue enemy bombers overcoming all the enemy’s 

tactics along with sudden alterations of the bomber’s speed. 

 



Richard's first kill came on the night of 15/16 January 1941. 

At 12.56 am, he took off in his Hurricane from 151Squadron's 

forward base at Manston. Half an hour later he received re-

ports of raiders headed towards London.  He soon found a 

Dornier 17-Z. at 20,000 feet climbing to 30,000 feet.  Making 

use of the cover of its condensation trails, he closed to 25 

yards and making a quarter attack, fired with shots hitting the 

engine, centre section and fuselage. The aircraft dived  

steeply to 3,000 and Richard   followed, giving it another 

burst. The bomber burst into flames and crashed into a wood 

just outside Hornchurch village. 

This was not the only action Richard was to see that night. Just   

before morning he was scrambled again and found a Heinkel        

He 111 over the burning fires of London. The rear gunner saw him 

and opened up, but Richard raked the bomber with his                

machineguns and it began to descend, trailing smoke, crashing 

near Southend. 

Dornier 17-Z 

Heinkel He 111 

First Night  Kill 

Improvements over the Mark 1, the Hawker Hurricane Mk.IIc  had an improved Merlin engine, was 

equipped with slightly longer propeller spinner and fully replaced the machine-gun armament with four 

20 mm Hispano MkII cannons.   

Mark 1 Mark IIC 

Hurricane Cockpit 

On June 22, 1941 German forces attacked the Soviet Union in what is known as Operation Barbarossa.  

German forces were now focused on the eastern front.  By late summer German night raids of the Blitz 

had all but stopped.  In Britain airborne interception radar was being employed along with the new    

Beaufighter and Mosquito aircraft.  Richard needed a new role to employ his skills.  The RAF decided to 

use the Hurricane as a night intruder.  Richard was sent to RAF Manston where he would fly a Hurricane 

Mk IIc fitted with long range tanks. At Manston Richard had an autonomy to fly and fight as he saw fit.  

He was one of the pioneers of intruding.  On December 15, 1941 Richard departed from Manston in his 

Hurricane Mk IIc Z3465  headed for his new hunting ground over the Netherlands.  Richard flew over the 

German air base at Gilze-Rijen where 24 Junkers 88s had taken off for operational flights, waiting for 

their return.  Richard selected the first returning Junkers for attack as it was making its final approach.  

At 21.38 hours he attacked and destroyed the bomber.  As related by German personnel, the Hurricane 

roared away, banking low over the end of one runway when the roar of its engine suddenly stopped  and 

there was a loud thump as the aircraft hit the ground.  In the badly mangled cockpit was the lifeless body 

of Richard Plane Stevens.  

Hawker Hurricanes (Mk IIc, black, no squadron markings as flown by R P Stevens) 



In the News  

MiG 41  (PAK-DP) 

The MiG-41 is also intended to carry anti-satellite missiles.  It will be armed with an anti-missile laser, 
would be capable of operating at very high altitudes and even in near space nd could be transformed 
into an unmanned version later.  It will have a maximum speed of over Mach 4.9 and cruising speed of 
Mach 2-2.4. The MiG-41 is likely to use Izdeliye 30 engines that power the   Su-57 which recently went 
into production.  The interceptor can operate at high altitudes and near space. 

Russian state-owned Rostec has 

announced the development of the 

new 6th generation Mig-41 to      

replace the MiG-31 which has been 

in service since 1981. The MiG-41 

will be a supersonic, heavy, stealth   

interceptor aircraft.  It is intended to 

be an interceptor of hypersonic   

missiles by carrying a                  

multifunctional long-range             

interceptor missile system (MPKR 

DP) that will dispense several     

sub-missiles in order to increase the 

chance of intercepting hypersonic 

weapons.  

South Korean KF-X  

Korea Aerospace Industries Co. (KAI) is         

currently assembling the first prototype KF-X 

which it expects to rollout by the end of April.  

It is a 4.5 generation fighter aircraft designed 

to replace the S. Korean Air Force's fleet of   

F-4 and F-5 jets.  They are powered by F414

-GE-400K engines supplied by GE Aviation.  

While bearing outward similarities to the US 

fifth-generation F-35A, the aircraft is more 

aligned to the F-16 in terms of performance 

and features.   

The aircraft is expected to fly at a maximum speed of Mach 1.81, have a range of 2,900 kilometers and 

maximum payload of 7,700 kilograms. The fighter will contain 10 pods for missiles and fuel tanks. It will 

be able to carry several types of  air-to-air missiles.  

Indonesia is shouldering a portion of the costs of the project (original agreement was 20% of costs) in   

return for a prototype aircraft and rights to build the aircraft in Indonesia.  



 

In the News  

The Indian government has approved the         

purchase of 83 Hindustan Aeronautics     

Limited (HAL)  Tejas light combat aircraft, 73 

of which will be the Mark 1A version and 10 

will be Mark 1 version for training.  The Mark 

1A is the culmination of India’s efforts to build 

an indigenous frontline fighter aircraft which 

will serve as the backbone of the Indian Air 

Force (IAF).  About 500 Indian companies 

will be working with HAL on this project. 

India’s HAL Tejas Mark 1A supersonic fighter 

The Mark 1A will serve between the Mark 1 and the Mark 2 currently being developed.  India’s Defence 

Minister Rajnath Singh has indicated that India cannot remain dependent on other countries for its        

defence and that the indigenously developed Tejas was better than its foreign equivalents on several    

parameters and also comparatively cheaper.  The Mark 1A is powered by a General Electric F404-GE-

F2J3 after burning turbofan engine (After several attempts, India has been unable to develop an            

indigenous jet engine).  The Mark 1A will have 43 improvements over its predecessor such as  “active      

electronic scanned array” (AESA) radar, air to air refuelling, long-range BVR missiles and advanced   

electronic warfare to jam enemy radars and missiles along with multi-tasking capability.  The Mark 1A will 

have features such as  “active electronic scanned array” (AESA) radar, air to air refuelling, long-range 

BVR missiles and advanced electronic warfare to jam enemy radars and missiles along with multi-tasking 

capability.  Speed of Mark 1A, Mach 1.6, range, 850 km, (528 mi) operational ceiling 16,000 m (52,500 

ft.). 

Delivery of Gripen E fighters will start this year 

(2021).  Saab has begun manufacture of parts 

for Brazil’s Gripen F fighters which will be       

delivered starting in 2023.  Manufacture of the    

Gripen F will be between Saab and the Brazilian 

partner companies Embraer, AEL Sistemas, 

Akaer and Atech.  

Gripen F shares the same design and features 

as Gripen E, but with seat, displays and controls 

for a second crew member with different display 

settings.  Gripen F has both a training mode for 

tuition of one crew member and a mode    

whereby the two crew  members can share the    

workload.  

Brazil  Orders 28 Gripen E Fighters and Eight Gripen F Fighters 

Brazilian Gripen E 



 

My Brother 

Halifax Mark III belonging to 431 RCAF Squadron,  serial # NA499 and coded SE-W , enroute or     

returning from target. 

Photo is dated May 11, 1944 and shows that they were carrying a mid under gunner.  Angus Heron, 

brother of our Chairman Bill Heron, was  sitting in the rear turret on this flight.  

Anyone for Water Skiing? 

Four T-6 Harvard aircraft from The Flying    

Lions  Aerobatic Team water skiing across 

the Klipdrift Dam near Johannesburg, South 

Africa.  



 
It's 
with 

Giant Tiger 

Wayne Zatorski – Store Owner 

200 Fitch St., Welland, ON, L3C 2V9 

(905) 735-0963 

 

M.T. Bellies 

Tap & Grillhouse John Clark 

871 Niagara St., Welland, ON  

(905)-788-9474 

 

Sobeys 

Ron Kore 

110 Highway # 20,  

Fonthill, ON  L0S 1E0 

 

McDonalds Restaurant 

Joanne Martin 

569 Main St. W., Port Colborne, ON 

 

               Sponsors 

Serge Maveev 

Owner operator 

111 Shaw St., Welland, ON L3B 5X4 

(905)-735-4434 

 

Botanix 

Steve Moes 

1361 Rice Rd., RR2, Welland, ON L3B 5N5 

(905)-892-5832 

 

Mike Knapp Ford Sales LTD 

Mike Knapp, President 

607 Niagara St., Welland ON,  L3C 1L9 
(905)-732-3673 

 

Boggio 

Fonthill Pharmacy 

165 Hwy 20  

Fonthill, ON 

(905)-892-4994 

 

Legion 

Royal Canadian Legion Branch 4 

383 Morningstar Ave., Welland, ON 

 
 

735-3716 


